
Flavius Josephus Wars of Jews
A MUST READ FOR UNDERSTANDING THE APOCALYPSE

Josephus’ “History of the Jewish Wars“, is an invaluable
historical and theological resource!

Josephus was an eyewitness to the destruction of Jerusalem,
one of the most significant events in human history: The
fulfillment of end times prophecy, the end of the dominion
of Satan, the end of the Levitical priesthood and the end of
temple sacrifice, all foretold by Christ.

________________________________

SAMPLE ONE OF OUR  “GREATEST BOOKS” FOR FREE

Fydor  Dostoevsky’s  Brothers
Karamazov
___________________________________

Highly acclaimed as one of the supreme literary achievements in human
history!
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“The Brothers Karamazov“,  is a passionate spiritual drama set in the
context of 19th century Orthodox Russia faced with the dilemma of
modernization. Dostoevsky presents an entire panoply of human emotion
– despair, intrigue, doubt, joy, sensuality, guilt and elation all in
someway  related  to  existential  acquiescence,  or  to  the  moral,
psychological  and  spiritual  imbroglios,  intrigues,  and
illuminations that are integral to the human quest for meaning.

___________________________________

Dostoevsk’s “Brothers Karamazov”  is FREE with a video lecture
series taught by EWTN’s Dr.Ronda Chervin for 5.99

VIEW DR. RONDA  CHERVIN’S VIDEO SERIES SYLLABUS

Dr.  Ronda
Chervin

G. K. Chesterton’s Heretics

A collection of 20 brilliant essays on the topic of heresy composed by
the wit filled pen of Mr. G.K. Chesterton.

Heresy, Chesterton jests “…is always a half-truth turned into a whole
falsehood.”

https://newera.news/product/the-greatest-books-in-spiritual-classics/
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In the modern world, he observes, “The business of Progressives is to
go on making mistakes, while the business of Conservatives is to
prevent mistakes from being corrected.”

___________________________________

Chesterton’s “Heretics”  is FREE with a video lecture series
taught by EWTN’s Dale Ahlquist for 5.99

Mr. Dale Alhquist:
President  American
Chesterton Society

VIEW MR. AHLQUIST’s VIDEO SERIES SYLLABUS

G. K. Chesterton’s Orthodoxy

Orthodoxy is the companion to Chesterton’s Heretics both
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written  prior  to  his  conversion  from  Anglicanism  to
Catholicsm. In his own words, the book is “an explanation,
not of whether the Christian faith can be believed, but of
how he personally has come to believe it”.

Gateway  to  Catholic  Social
Teaching
IT IS CALLED GATEWAY because it is the intellectual entrance
way to Catholic Social Doctrine. The Church’s Social Teaching
rests upon everything taught in this course, especially the
mystery of the human person made to the Image of God, which is
the correct starting point for proper study and mastery of the
Social Question.

Gateway is really three courses rolled into one: Psychology –
A study of the human person, esp the Trinitarian Mystery found
in the powers and operations of body and soul that make a
human person to the image of God. Ethics – study of the
virtues necessary for human growth through actualization of
the spiritual powers and operations discovered in Psychology.
Politics – study of the common good for human beings living in
community including the functions and powers of government; a
study of the different types of government and which is best
(it can be demonstrated),  and a study of the relationships
among: Eternal Law, Divine Law, Natural Law and Human Law from
a  uniquely  Catholic  perspective  using  both  Scripture  and
Philosophy – Faith and Reason.
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Gateway  to  Politics  and
Christian  Civilization:
Ethics,  the  Study  of  Human
Potential

Course Description (Two Week Video Class): ETHICS IS THE STUDY OF
human development or of human happiness. It is a philosophical study
of what human beings need to develop their uniquely human potentials,
which we were able to discover in the study of psychology. As a
philosophical study it is limited to what can be known about this
topic by reason. An additional faith perspective may be acquired by
studying Aquinas’ works listed in the Readings Section.

VIEW COURSE SYLLABUS

Professor: Dr. David Marzak
Founder and Director of The Kolbe Foundation

Gateway  to  Politics  and
Christian  Civilization:
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Integral Methodology

Course Description (Two Week Video Class):  THE SOCIAL SCIENCES have
long been dominated by an empirical descriptive methodology limited to
observable phenomena. This has been both a strength and a weakness.
Since all the social sciences are also human sciences, they should
better reflect man whom they endeavor to know and to serve. This is
becoming  more  and  more  apparent  as  avant-garde  social  scientists
disillusioned  by  the  limits  of  a  strictly  empirical  approach
increasingly include a spiritual dimension in their research.

VIEW COURSE SYLLABUS

Professor: Dr. David Marzak
Founder and Director of The Kolbe Foundation

Gateway  to  Politics  and
Christian  Civilization:
Politics and Jewish Law
 

Course Description (Two Week Video Class): SINCE POLITICS IS THE STUDY
of the common good or of the good life for men and women living in
community, it rests upon the previous study of psychology and ethics.

VIEW COURSE SYLLABUS
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Professor: Dr. David Marzak
Founder and Director of The Kolbe Foundation

Gateway  to  Politics  and
Christian  Civilization:
Psychology (What is Man)

Course Description (Two Week Video Class): THE STUDY OF PSYCHOLOGY is
the fundamental and correct starting point for the study of politics
and the social question. If we do not know what a human being is, we
will not be able to develop or critique the social structures we make
to serve his human development; society will work against man if it
cannot properly define who he is.

VIEW COURSE SYLLABUS

Professor: Dr. David Marzak
Founder and Director of The Kolbe Foundation
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